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2NM ANCHOR POLE LAMPS DELIVER UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE 
 
 

Delivering superior efficiency, durability and reliability, Hella marine 

introduces its NaviLED 360 2NM Anchor Pole Mount Lamps. They are fully 

certified to provide brilliant LED illumination to a range of 2 nautical 

miles, available in fixed and fold-down models to meet users' mounting 

requirements. 

The NaviLED 360 Anchor Pole Mount Lamp series is completely 

shock- and vibration-proof thanks to its no-filament design. Advanced 

MultivoltTM circuitry draws less than 1W of power, yet operates from 9-33V 

DC with full reverse polarity, spike and over-voltage protection for reliable 

operation and long life. 

Constructed with only the highest quality materials, the Hella marine 

NaviLED 360 series is built to withstand the harsh marine environment. 

Each housing is completely sealed with an IP67 rating. Hella marine uses 

an impact-resistant Grilamid lens and ultra-resilient acrylics that are UV-, 

impact- and chemical-resistant. The maintenance-free lamps won't fade, 

yellow, become brittle or corrode. They meet all international approvals, 

including the requirements of COLREG, USCG, ABYC A-16, Wheelmark, 

RCD, Maritime NZ, CE and RCM. 

NaviLED 360 Anchor Pole Mount Lamps are available with black or 

white bases. Fixed pole models are 6" and 8" H, with two counter-sunk 

mounting holes in the base. Fold-down versions, which swing 180° then 
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secure into position with a locking collar, come in 12", 24" or 40" lengths. 

They include a removable wedge to accommodate different surface cambers. 

These new pole mount models complement the company's proven surface 

mount 2NM LED Anchor Lamp. 

Hella marine products are designed and manufactured in New 

Zealand. Supported with a full 5-year warranty, NaviLED 360 2NM Anchor 

Lamps are competitively priced, ranging from $97 for the surface mount 

model to $185 for the 40" fold-down version. 

Contact Hella marine Inc., 201 Kelly Dr., Peachtree City, GA 30269. 

770-631-7500. SOE.sales@hella.com; www.hellamarine.com. 

Editor's Note: See the new Hella marine NaviLED 360 2NM Anchor Lamp 

range, and other new products, at booth #1818 at IBEX in Tampa, 
Florida, Oct. 4-6. 


